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Presidio Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Civil War A to Z: The Complete Handbook of
America's Bloodiest Conflict (New edition), Cli ord L. Linedecker, With hundreds of entries, as well as
photographs, drawings, and a handy time line of events The Civil War A to Z encompasses everything about
that historic conflict.from Appomattox to Zouaves. Who or what are "Zouaves," you may ask? They were
members of certain volunteer regiments from both the North and the South. That's just one example of the
scope and depth of The Civil War A to Z. This encyclopedic, illustrated reference of the war between the States
features facts both familiar and engagingly new in an easy-to-follow alphabetical format, this handy reference
belongs in every Civil War library. Near an informative entry on "Robert E. Lee," you'll find startling revelations
about "Lincoln's In-laws" four of whom actually fought for the Confederacy. Not far from the battle of "Shiloh"
are "Sutlers," profiteers who trailed along with armies, hawking all kinds of (sometimes shoddy) stu . And right
around "weapons" sits "General Stand Watie," the only American Indian to achieve the rank of general with the
Confederacy. In short, this wonderful one-volume account ranges from the basic to the bizarre, from secession
to spies to all kinds of swords, creating a complete picture of the war from the first shot to final surrender. No
Civil War enthusiast or simple student of history will want to be without this indispensable and entertaining
guide to one of America's most pivotal, endlessly fascinating events. Cli ord L. Linedecker is a former daily
newspaper journalist with eighteen years experience on the Philadelphia Inquirer, Rochester (N.Y.) Times-Union,
Fort Wayne News-Sentinel, and several other Indiana newspapers. He is an experienced investigative reporter
who has covered police and the courts on each of the...
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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Mr. Nick
Schon (illustrator). 177 x 148 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Read With Bi , Chip
and Kipper is the UK s best-selling...
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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided a er the shipment.Publisher: Twenty-first Century Press Pub. Date
:2007-2-1. This is a collection of scientific knowledge...
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Harlequin, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not for Online.. 168 x 104
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. IT S RAINING CATS AND DOGSAND BABIES? When
charismatic K-9 cop Alex Santiago shows...
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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 4th ed.. 242
x 188 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. With a readable and modern writing style, EU
Law Directions clearly explains the...
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ZONDERVAN, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 180 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The Case for the Resurrection, a ninety-six-page booklet from
bestselling author Lee Strobel, provides new evidence that...
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